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Unboxed obje ts and polymorphi typing
Xavier Leroy
E ole Normale Superieure and INRIA

Abstra t
This paper presents a program transformation that allows languages with polymorphi typing (e.g. ML) to
be implemented with unboxed, multi-word data representations, more eÆ ient than the onventional boxed
representations. The transformation introdu es oerions between various representations, based on a typing derivation. A prototype ML ompiler utilizing this
transformation demonstrates important speedups.

1 Introdu tion
It is ommon saying that stati ally-typed programs an
be ompiled more eÆ iently than dynami ally-typed
programs. A number of run-time type tests be ome
unne essary, for instan e. In this paper, we study
some ompilation te hniques that rely on the availability of typing information at ompile-time. These te hniques are onne ted to the data representation problem: how high-level obje ts manipulated by the language are mapped onto ma hine-level obje ts.
1.1

Stati

typing and data representa-

tion

There are many ways in whi h knowing type information at ompile-time an help in sele ting better representations for data. First of all, a ompiler needs to
know the size (required amount of memory) of all obje ts manipulated by the program, in order to allo ate
enough spa e for variable values and intermediate results, and to move the right number of bits from one
lo ation to another when performing bindings or assignments. Without stati typing, a default size (usually one
word) must be assumed for all obje ts in the program,
and all representations must t in this size. Obje ts that
do not t naturally in one word, su h as re ords and 64bit oating-point numbers, have to be boxed (allo ated
in the heap and handled through a pointer). With stati
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typing, obje ts belonging to di erent types an have different sizes, as long as all obje ts of the same type have
the same size. The ompiler infers the size of an obje t from its type, and therefore knows how to allo ate
a variable of that type, or move a value of that type.
This makes it possible to have unallo ated obje ts larger
than one word: unallo ated 64-bit oating-point numbers, and unallo ated re ords, in parti ular. The former
are ru ial for numeri al-intensive programs. The latter
are ru ial for languages based on the - al ulus, su h
as ML, where fun tions have only one argument and
one result, and fun tions with several arguments or several results are en oded as fun tions taking or returning
re ords.
A ompiler may also use stati typing information to
indi ate whi h register lass is best suited for a given obje t. Most ar hite tures distinguish oating-point registers from general-purpose registers; oating-point operations an only be performed between oating-point registers. When an obje t is stati ally known to have type
float, it is possible to keep this obje t in a oatingpoint register, instead of a general-purpose register, so
that omputation on this obje t will not require register
moves. The typi al example of this type-based targeting
is the use of di erent alling onventions for fun tions
of di erent types: a fun tion with result type float
an be ompiled to return its result in a given oatingpoint register, ready to be used by the aller; a fun tion
that returns an obje t of type int will use a given integer register instead. Stati typing guarantees that the
aller and the allee agree on the types of the arguments
and the results, and therefore on their lo ations.
1.2

The problem with polymorphism

Type-dire ted ompilation, as exempli ed above, requires that ea h obje t manipulated by the program
have one, unique, stati ally-known type. This holds
with simple, monomorphi type systems su h as Pasal. But this is not the ase with more advan ed type
systems, notably those providing type abstra tion or
polymorphism [7℄. With type abstra tion, the on rete
type of an obje t an remain unknown at ompile-time.
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With polymorphism, an obje t an belong to several
di erent types at the same time; again, its a tual type
is not available at ompile-time. This paper fo uses
on polymorphism, and, more spe i ally, on the polymorphi type dis ipline of the ML language [12℄. For
instan e, the ML identity fun tion fun tion x ! x belongs to type ! for all type expressions . This
type allows the fun tion to be applied to obje ts of any
type. Therefore, when ompiling this fun tion, we know
neither the size of the argument nor the orre t alling
onvention.
Several solutions to this issue have been onsidered.
(See [13℄ for a survey.) The rst one is to defer the ompilation of a polymorphi obje t until it is a tually used.
At that time, we an ompile a version of this obje t
spe ialized to the type it is used with. This te hnique is
often used for generi s in Ada. It supports eÆ ient data
representations, but results in ode dupli ation and loss
of separate ompilation.
A simpler solution is to assume a default size, ommon to all obje ts, and default alling onventions, ommon to all fun tions, just as if the language was not stati ally typed. Most existing ML implementations have
taken this approa h: they use one-word representations
and uniform alling onventions1 [6, 9, 4, 3℄. This approa h solves the problem of polymorphism, but results
in a serious loss of eÆ ien y. For instan e, tuples are always heap-allo ated, making passing several arguments
to a fun tion quite expensive. This eÆ ien y loss is unfortunate, espe ially when large parts of a program are
monomorphi (types are known at ompile-time), as it
is the ase with most realisti ML programs.
1.3

Mixed representations

In this paper, we propose an alternate solution, mixed
data representations, that relies on using di erent representations, boxed as well as unboxed, for the same
high-level obje t, depending on the amount of type information available at ompile-time. This solution is
both eÆ ient (monomorphi pie es of ode are ompiled with optimal data representations) and pra ti al
(polymorphi fun tions are ompiled on e and for all).
It relies on introdu ing oer ions between various data
representations, based on a typing derivation for the
program.
Some re ent papers also onsider mixing boxed and
unboxed representations in the implementation of MLlike languages. Peyton-Jones [14℄ expresses many optimizations on boxing and unboxing as sour e-to-sour e
transformations in this setting. To ope with polymor1 The New Jersey ompiler utilizes better alling onventions
when applying a known fun tion [3℄. However, this optimization
does not work when alling fun tions that are passed as arguments, or de ned in another ompilation unit.

phism, a simple typing restri tion is proposed: type
variables in a polymorphi type an only be instantiated
by \boxed" types (types whose values are boxed). The
work presented here is omplementary: our program
transformation an be viewed as a translation from ML
(unrestri ted polymorphism) into Peyton-Jones' language (restri ted polymorphism).
Morrison et al. have also used oer ions between uniform and spe ialized representations in the implementation of their Napier88 language [13℄. The oer ion
me hanism we use is similar to theirs, but o ers one
distin t advantage: whereas oer ions in Napier88 involve interpreting type tags at run-time, ours may be
entirely ompiled, eliminating type information passing
at run-time. We also provide a more formal framework
to reason about oer ion-based ompilation te hniques,
and prove their orre tness.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
se tion 2 informally explains mixed data representations
and demonstrates the use of oer ions. Se tion 3 formalizes these ideas, as a translation from the ore ML
language to the ore ML language with restri ted polymorphism and expli it oer ions. We prove that the
translation preserves the type and the semanti s of the
original program. Se tion 4 shows how the results above
extend to on rete data types. Se tion 5 reports on an
implementation of this te hnique in the Gallium highperforman e ML ompiler. We give a few on luding
remarks in se tion 6.

2 Presentation
The approa h taken in this paper is to mix two styles of
data representation: spe ialized representations (multiword obje ts and spe ial alling onventions) when the
stati types are monomorphi ; and uniform representations (one-word obje ts and default alling onventions)
when the stati types are polymorphi . Coer ions between the two representation styles are performed when
a polymorphi obje t is used with a more spe i type.
In the ase of a polymorphi fun tion, for instan e, oer ions take pla e just before the fun tion all and just
after the fun tion return.
Polymorphi terms are ompiled with the assumption
that all terms whose stati type is a type variable will
be represented at run-time with a uniform representation. Hen e the ompiler knows their size (one word)
and their alling proto ol (the default one). Consider
the following polymorphi fun tion:
let make pair = x: (x; x)

Its type is 8 : !  . Sin e x has stati type
(a type variable), the ompiler assumes the value of x
ts in one word, and is passed in the default lo ation:
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typi ally the rst integer register. The returned value
has stati type  . The ompiler knows it is a pair,
hen e it produ es ode that returns an unallo ated pair
of one-word, uniformly represented values in the rst
two integer registers.
Consider now the appli ation make pair(3:14). Here,
fun tion make pair is used with the more spe i type
float ! float  float. The ompiled ode for this
appli ation evaluates the argument 3:14 with the speialized representation for obje ts of type float: an unallo ated, two-word oating-point number in a oatingpoint register. Similarly, we expe t as a result two unallo ated oating-point numbers in two oating-point
registers. These hoi es are not ompatible with the hypotheses made when ompiling make pair. Therefore,
it is not possible to all the ode for fun tion make pair
dire tly. The argument 3:14 must be rst oer ed to
the uniform representation for oating-point numbers:
the number is boxed, and a pointer to the box is passed
to fun tion make pair. The value returned, an unalloated pair of two boxed oating-point numbers, must be
oer ed ba k to the spe ialized representation for pairs
of oating-point numbers, by unboxing the two omponents of the pair.
To express this translation more formally, we introdu e two operators: wrap( ), the oer ion from the speialized representation for obje ts of type  to the uniform representation; and unwrap( ), the reverse oerion, from the uniform representation to the spe ialized
representation. Often, wrap( ) will be implemented by
boxing, and unwrap( ) by unboxing. Better implementations an be onsidered for ertain types  , however;
hen e we sti k to the more general terminology wrapunwrap. We will often say that an obje t is \in the
wrapped state", or \in the unwrapped state", to indi ate how it is represented. With this notation, the
ompilation of make pair(3:14) an be expressed as a
translation to an expression with expli it oer ions:
let x = make pair(wrap(float)(3:14)) in
(unwrap(float)(fst(x)); unwrap(float)(snd(x)))

followed by a onventional Pas al-like ompilation that
infers size and alling onvention informations from the
types.
The next example involves higher-order fun tions:
let map pair = f: x: (f(fst(x)); f(snd(x)))
in map pair(int of float)(3:14; 2:718)

The map pair fun tional has type 8 ; : ( ! ) !
 !  . As explained above, it was ompiled
with the assumption that its parameter f is a fun tion
whose argument and result are in the wrapped state.
The int of float primitive has type float ! int, and
therefore operates on unwrapped integer and oatingpoint numbers. Hen e, the map pair fun tion annot be

applied dire tly to the int of float fun tion: it must
be given a version of int of float that operates on
wrapped representations. This version is obtained by
omposing int of float with the right oer ions:

x: wrap(int)(int of float(unwrap(float)(x)))
This fun tion is a suitable argument to the map pair
fun tional. The rest of the translation pro eeds as in
the previous example, resulting in:
let y = map pair
(x: wrap(int)(int of float(unwrap(float)(x))))
(wrap(float)(3:14); wrap(float)(2:718))
in (unwrap(int)(fst(y)); unwrap(int)(snd(y)))

The important point is that higher-order fun tions may
require their fun tional arguments to be transformed to
a ommodate uniform representations instead of speialized representations. This transformation does not
require re ompilation of the fun tional, nor of the fun tional argument. It suÆ es to put some \stub ode"
around the fun tional argument, to perform the required oer ions.

3 Formalization
In this se tion, we formally de ne the translation outlined above, in the ontext of the ore ML language. We
show that the translated program, evaluated with speialized data representations, omputes the same thing
as the original program, evaluated with uniform data
representations.
3.1

The languages

The sour e language is the ore ML language: - al ulus
with onstants and the let onstru t. The only data
stru tures are pairs. The target language is ore ML extended with the two onstru ts wrap( ) and unwrap( ).
The syntax for sour e terms (ranged over by a), target
terms (a0 ), type expressions ( ), and type s hemes ()
is as follows:

a ::= i j f j x j x: a j let x = a1 in a2 j a1 (a2 )
j (a1 ; a2 ) j fst(a) j snd(a)
a0 ::= i j f j x j x: a0 j let x = a01 in a02 j a01 (a02 )
j (a01 ; a02 ) j fst(a0 ) j snd(a0 )
j wrap( )(a0 ) j unwrap( )(a0 )
 ::= j int j float j 1 ! 2 j 1  2
 ::= 8 1 : : : n : 
Here and elsewhere, we write x for an identi er, i for an
integer onstant, f for a oating-point onstant, and
for a type variable. Primitives are presented as predened identi ers su h as add float.
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To the sour e language we apply Milner's type dis ipline [10, 16℄. We re all the typing rules below. They
de ne the familiar predi ate E ` a :  (\under assumptions E , term a has type  "). Here, E is a nite mapping
from identi ers x to type s hemes .

E (x) = 8 1 : : : n :  Dom()  f 1 : : : n g
E ` x : ( )
E ` i : int
E ` f : float
E + x : 1 ` a : 2
E ` x: a : 1 ! 2
E ` a 2 : 1 !  2 E ` a 1 : 1
E ` a2 (a1 ) : 2
E ` a 1 : 1 E ` a 2 :  2
E ` (a1 ; a2 ) : 1  2
E ` a :  1  2
E ` a :  1  2 ) a 0
E ` fst(a) : 1
E ` snd(a) : 2
E ` a1 : 1 E + x : Gen(1 ; E ) ` a2 : 2
E ` let x = a1 in a2 : 2
In the last rule above, we write Gen(; E ) for the type
s heme generalizing  in environment E . It is de ned
by
Gen(; E ) = 8 1 : : : n : 
where
in E .
3.2

1

: : : n are the type variables free in  but not

The translation

The translation of a term from the sour e language
to the target language is based on the types given to
the term and to its subterms. More pre isely, we dene the translation on a typing derivation for the given
term. (In an a tual ompiler, this derivation would be
the prin ipal typing derivation for the term.) The translation is presented as the predi ate E ` a :  ) a0 ,
where E ` a :  is the typing predi ate de ned above,
and the fourth omponent a0 (a term of the target al ulus) is the translation for a. This proposition is de ned
by a set of inferen e rules, with the same stru ture as
the typing rules. The rules are given in gure 1.
Most rules propagate the translated terms in the obvious way. The hard work is performed by the S fun tion
( is a substitution of types for type variables) in the
rule for variable spe ialization. Given a target term a0
represented a ording to type  , fun tion S is responsible for inserting the right wrap and unwrap oer ions to
transform it into a term represented a ording to type

( ). The S transformation is de ned as follows:
S (a0 : )
S (a0 : int)
S (a0 : float)
S (a0 : 1  2 )

=
=
=
=

unwrap(( ))(a0 )

a0
a0

let x = a0 in
(S (fst(x) : 1 ); S (snd(x) : 2 ))

S (a0 : 1 ! 2 ) = x: S (a0 (G (x : 1 )) : 2 )
where x is not free in a0

We also need to de ne the dual transformation G:

G (a0 : )
G (a0 : int)
G (a0 : float)
G (a0 : 1  2 )

=
=
=
=

wrap(( ))(a0 )

a0
a0

let x = a0 in
(G (fst(x) : 1 ); G (snd(x) : 2 ))

G (a0 : 1 ! 2 ) = x: G (a0 (S (x : 1 )) : 2 )
where x is not free in a0

The term a0 given to the S transformation has been
ompiled assuming uniform representations for all data
of stati type , for ea h type variable . When a0
is onsidered with type ( ), the ontext expe ts these
data of stati type to have the same (spe ialized) representations as data of stati type ( ). Therefore, the
goal of transformation S is to lo ate all data of stati
type in term a0 , and apply the unwrap(( )) oer ion
to them.
The transformation pro eeds re ursively over  , the
prin ipal type for a0 . When  is a type variable , it
simply applies unwrap(( )) to a0 . When  is an atomi
type nothing needs to be done, sin e ( ) =  . When
 is a produ t type 1  2 , the two omponents of a0 ,
fst(a0 ) and snd(a0 ), are re ursively transformed, and
the two results are paired together. Finally, when  is a
fun tion type 1 ! 2 , the transformation returns a fun tion that translates its argument y with type 1 , applies
a0 to it, and translates the result with type 2 . The
pro essing of the argument requires a di erent transformation, G, instead of S , be ause of the ontravarian e
of the arrow type onstru tor. In other words, the translated fun tion S (a0 : 1 ! 2 ) should be appli able to
data of type (1 ), using the spe ialized representation
for omponents of type ; before applying a0 to it, it is
ne essary to swit h to uniform representation for these
omponents. This is performed by the dual transformation G, de ned exa tly as S , ex ept that in ase  = ,
the oer ion wrap(( )) is used instead of unwrap(( )).
Working out the example make pair(3:14) above, we
get the following derivation, where E is the typing environment make pair 8 : !  and  is the sub-
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E (x) = 8 1 : : : n :  Dom()  f 1 : : : n g
E ` i : int ) i
E ` f : float ) f
E ` x : ( ) ) S (x :  )
E + x :  1 ` a :  2 ) a0
E ` a2 : 1 ! 2 ) a02 E ` a1 : 1 ) a01
E ` x: a : 1 ! 2 ) x: a0
E ` a2 (a1 ) : 2 ) a02 (a01 )
E ` a1 : 1 ) a01 E + x : Gen(1 ; E ) ` a2 : 2 ) a02
E ` let x = a1 in a2 : 2 ) let x = a01 in a02
E ` a1 : 1 ) a01 E ` a2 : 2 ) a02
E ` a :  1   2 ) a0
E ` a :  1   2 ) a0
E ` (a1 ; a2 ) : 1  2 ) (a01 ; a02 )
E ` fst(a) : 1 ) fst(a0 )
E ` snd(a) : 2 ) snd(a0 )
Figure 1: The translation rules
stitution
float.
E ` make pair : float ! float  float
) S (make pair : !  )
E ` 3:14 : float ) 3:14
E ` make pair(3:14) : float  float
) S (make pair : !  )(3:14)
By de nition of S , we have:

S (make pair : !  )
= x: S (make pair(G (x : float))
: float  float)
= x: let y = make pair(wrap(float)(x)) in
(unwrap(float)(fst(y));
unwrap(float)(snd(y)))
After performing the -redu tion x = 3:14 at ompiletime, we get the intuitive translation given in se tion 2.
The translation often introdu es many redexes that an
be redu ed at ompile-time.
3.3

Type

orre tness of the translation

In this se tion, we show that the translation de ned
above does not introdu e type errors: the resulting target term is well-typed. The target language is equipped
with a variant of the type system for the sour e language. (We write ` for the typing judgements of the
target language, instead of `.) There are two di eren es. The rst one is the expli it mention of wrapping
and unwrapping at the level of types: we introdu e a
new kind of type expression, [ ℄, that represents the
type of all wrapped values of type  . Conversely, other
kinds of type expressions, su h as float or 1  2, now
stand for unwrapped values of these types. We write  0
for the extended type expressions:
 0 ::= j int j float j 10 ! 20 j 10  20 j [ 0 ℄
0

Then, the typing rules for the wrap and unwrap onstru ts are, obviously:
E 0 ` a0 : [ ℄
E 0 ` a0 : 
E 0 ` wrap( )(a0 ) : [ ℄
E 0 ` unwrap( )(a0 ) : 
The se ond di eren e is the restri tion of polymorphism. In the sour e language, a type variable universally quanti ed in a type s heme an be substituted
by any type expression. In the target language, we only
allow substitution by a \wrapped type", that is, a type
of the form [ ℄. This restri tion re e ts the fa t that, at
ompile-time, obje ts whose type is a type variable are
assumed to be in the wrapped state. If type variables
an only be instantiated by wrapped types, then the assumption above holds for all well-typed target terms. To
implement this restri tion on polymorphism, we hange
the typing rule for variables to:
E 0 (x) = 8 1 : : : n :  Dom()  f 1 : : : n g
0

0

0

0

E 0 ` x : [℄( )
Here, the substitution [℄ is the substitution de ned by
[℄( ) = [( )℄ for all 2 Dom(). Any substitution
of wrapped types for type variables has the the form [℄
for some .
We an now state the orre tness of the translation
with respe t to the type systems.
0

Proposition 1 If E ` a : 

) a0 , then E ` a0 :  .
0

Proof: the proof requires the following lemma.
Lemma 1

1. If E 0 ` a0 : [℄( 0 ), then E 0 ` S (a0 :  0 ) : ( 0 ).
0

0

2. If E 0 ` a0 : ( 0 ), then E 0 ` G (a0 :  0 ) : [℄( 0 ).
0

0

Proof: by indu tion over  0 . In ase  0 = , (1) is the

typing rule for unwrap, and (2) is the typing rule for
wrap.
2
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Proposition 1 follows from a simple indu tive argument on the translation derivation. The only interesting
ase is a = x. Then, the translation is:
E (x) = 8 1 : : : n :  Dom()  f 1 : : : n g

E ` x : ( ) ) S (x :  )
In the type system for the target language, we have
E ` x : [℄( ). By ase 1 of lemma 1, we on lude that
E ` S (x :  ) : ( ), as expe ted.
2
0

0

3.4

Operational semanti s

In this se tion, we give operational semanti s for the
sour e language and for the target language, in preparation for a proof of the semanti orre tness of the translation. We de ne two evaluation predi ates, mapping
terms to values, in the style of [12, 16℄. The syntax for
values is:

v ::= i j f

j hvi j v1 ; v2 j

op ::= add j : : :

los(k; x: a; e) j op

A value is either a onstant; a pointer hvi to a heap
ell ontaining value v; an (unallo ated) pair of two
values v1 ; v2 ; a primitive operation op ; or a losure
los(k; x: a; e) of fun tion x: a by evaluation environment e, with k being the expe ted size of the fun tion
argument (see below). Evaluation environments e are
nite mappings from variables to values. This de nition for values makes the boxing steps expli it (they are
usually left impli it in this kind of semanti s), and provides for the fa t that values may have di erent sizes.
To be more spe i , we assume the following typi al size
assignment:

kik = 1 kf k = 2 khvik = 1 kop k = 2
kv1 ; v2 k = kv1 k + kv2 k k los(k; x: a; e)k = 2:
(We onsider losures as two pointers, one to the ode
part, one to the environment part). We also asso iate a
size to type expressions a ordingly:

kintk = 1 kfloatk = 2 k10 ! 20 k = 2
k10  20 k = k10 k + k20 k k [ 0 ℄ k = 1 k k = 1:

The semanti s are given in gure 2. The semanti s
for the sour e language uses uniform data representations: all terms are mapped onto values of size one. For
instan e, the oating-point number f is represented as
hf i; the pair of two terms, the rst evaluating to v1 , the
other to v2 , is represented as hv1 ; v2 i; and losures are
boxed, too.
For the target language, we use spe ialized representations: oating-point numbers, pairs, and losures are
left unallo ated. Noti e the appearan e of a new kind
of run-time type errors: applying a losure to a value of

the wrong size. Coer ions wrap( ) and unwrap( ) are
implemented as boxing and unboxing for types of size
greater than one, and as no-ops for types of size one.
3.5

Semanti

orre tness of the transla-

tion

In this se tion, we show that the translation preserves
semanti s: the translated program (evaluated with
mixed representations) omputes the same thing as the
original program (evaluated with uniform representations).
There is a slight diÆ ulty here: the semanti s may assign di erent values to the two programs, be ause one
obje t may have di erent representations in the two semanti s. For instan e, in the ase of a term with type
float, the translation is orre t if and only if whenever
the term evaluates to hf i, then its translation evaluates
to f .
Hen e we need to de ne a notion of equivalen e between two values, one orresponding to uniform representations, the other orresponding to mixed representations. A tually, the equivalen e is de ned between typed values (value-type pairs). We write it
j= v :   v0 :  0 . Types are needed here to orre tly
interpret the values, and to ensure the well-foundedness
of the de nition.
The environment provides an interpretation for
type variables in  and  0 . Legal interpretations for type
variables are non-empty sets V of pairs of values, su h
that for all (v; v0 ) 2 V , we have kv0 k = 1. This restri tion over the size of v0 aptures the fa t that whenever
values are onsidered with type , they must use default
representations.
The de nition of the semanti equivalen e is modeled after the \semanti typing" relations used in some
proofs of soundness for type systems [16℄.
 j= v :  v0 : i (v; v0 ) 2 ( )
 j= i : int  i : int
 j= hf i : float  f : float
 j= v :   v0 : [ 0 ℄, where k 0 k = 1, i
j= v :   v0 :  0
 j= v :   hv0 i : [ 0 ℄, where k 0 k > 1, i
j= v :   v0 :  0
 j= hv1 ; v2 i : 1  2  v1 ; v2 : 10  20 i
j= v1 : 1  v10 : 10 and j= v2 : 2  v20 : 20
 j= h los(1; x:a; e)i : 1 ! 2 
los(k; x0 :a0 ; e0 ) : 10 ! 20
0
i k1 k = k, and for all values v1 , v2 , v10 su h that
j= v1 : 1  v10 : 10 and e + x v1 ` a !u v2 , there
m 0
exists a value v20 su h that e0 + x0 v10 ` a0 !
v2
and j= v2 : 2  v20 : 20 .
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u
e`x!
e(x)

u
e`i!
i

u
e`f !
hf i

u
e ` x: a !
h los(1; x: a; e)i

u
h los(1; x: a0 ; e0 )iu
e ` a2 !
u
v0
v 1 e0 + x v 1 ` a0 !
e ` a1 !
u
e ` a2 (a1 ) !
v0

u
v1 e + x
e ` a1 !

u
v2
v 1 ` a2 !

u
v2
e ` let x = a1 in a2 !

m
e`x!
e(x)

m
e`i!
i

m
e`f !
f

m
e ` x: a0 !
los(ktype (x)k; x: a0 ; e)

m
los(k; x: a00 ; e0 )
e ` a02 !
m
m
0
v0
e ` a1 ! v1 kv1 k = k e0 + x v1 ` a00 !
m
e ` a02 (a01 ) !
v0

m
v2
v1 ` a02 !

m
v1 e + x
e ` a01 !

m
v2
e ` let x = a01 in a02 !

u
haddi e ` a1 !u hhf1 i; hf2 ii f1 + f2 = f
e ` a2 !

m
m
add e ` a01 ! f1 ; f2 f1 + f2 = f
e ` a02 !

u
u
v2
v1 e ` a 2 !
e ` a1 !

m
m
v2
v1 e ` a02 !
e ` a01 !

u
e ` a2 (a1 ) !
hf i

u
e ` (a1 ; a2 ) !
hv1 ; v2 i

u
e`a!
hv1 ; v2 i

u
e`a!
hv1 ; v2 i

u
e ` fst(a) !
v1

u
e ` snd(a) !
v2

m
e ` a02 (a01 ) !
f

m
e ` (a01 ; a02 ) !
v1 ; v2

m
e ` a0 !
v1 ; v2

m
e ` a0 !
v1 ; v2

m
e ` fst(a0 ) !
v1

m
e ` a0 !
v

k k = 1
m
e ` wrap( )(a0 ) !
v
m
e ` a0 !
v k k = 1
m
e ` unwrap( )(a0 ) !
v

m
e ` snd(a0 ) !
v2

m
e ` a0 !
v

k k > 1
m
e ` wrap( )(a0 ) !
hvi
m
e ` a0 !
hvi k k > 1
m
e ` unwrap( )(a0 ) !
v

Figure 2: Operational semanti s (left: uniform representations; right: mixed representations)
The equivalen e relation extends to type s hemes, and
to environments:



j= v : 8 1 : : : n :   v0 : 8 1 : : : n :  0 i for
all legal interpretations V1 : : : Vn for type variables
1

: : : n , we have
+

1

V1 + : : : +

n

Vn j= v :   v0 :  0

 j= e : E  e0 : E 0 i the domains of e; E; e0 ; E 0
are the same, and for all x 2 Dom(e), we have
j= e(x) : E (x)  e0 (x) : E 0 (x).
We an now state the semanti orre tness of the translation:
Proposition 2 Assume that:

j= e : E  e0 : E; e ` a !u v:
Then, there exists a value v 0 su h that:
m 0
v and
j= v :   v0 : :
e0 ` a0 !
E`a:

) a0 ;

Proof: the proof makes use of the results below.

Lemma 2 Let  be the substitution f 1 1 : : : n
n g. De ne Vi = f(v; v0 ) j j= v : i  v0 : [i ℄g.
Then, the Vi are legal interpretations for the i . And
the following two results are equivalent:

+ 1 V1 + : : : + n
j= v : ( )  v0 : [℄( )

Proof: by indu tion over  .

Vn j= v :   v0 : 

(1)
(2)

2

Lemma 3

m 0
1. If e0 ` a0 !
v and j= v : ( )  v0 : [℄( ), then
m
there exists v 00 su h that e0 ` S (a0 :  ) ! v 00 and
00
j= v : ( )  v : ( ).

m 0
2. If e0 ` a0 !
v and j= v : ( )  v0 : ( ), then
m 00
there exists v 00 su h that e0 ` G (a0 :  ) !
v and
j= v : ( )  v00 : [℄( ).

Proof: by indu tion over  0 .

2

The proof of proposition 2 itself is a simple indu tive
argument on the translation derivation. The only interesting ase is a = x. Then, the translation derivation
is:
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E (x) = 8 1 : : : n :  Dom()  f 1 : : : n g
E ` x : ( ) ) S (x :  )
The only evaluation possibility is v = e(x). By hypothesis,

j= e(x) : 8 1 : : : n :   e0 (x) : 8 1 : : : n : :
By de nition of j= on type s hemes, and by lemma 2,
we have:

j= e(x) : ( )  e0(x) : [℄( ):

Then, the expe ted result follows from lemma 3 ( ase 1),
taking a0 = x and v0 = e0 (x).
2

Until now, we have only dealt with simple data stru tures su h as tuples and re ords. This se tion dis usses
more omplex data stru tures: ML on rete data types.
Ex ept in degenerate ases, values belonging to onrete data types are best kept boxed at all times, in the
unwrapped state as well as in the wrapped state. This
on lusion an be drawn separately from two features of
the on rete data types: they are sum types; and they
an be re ursive. Sin e data types are sum types, we do
not know the exa t size for values of these types, only an
upper bound. Keeping these values unallo ated would
waste resour es (e.g. registers). Sin e data types an be
re ursive, values of these types annot be allo ated ompletely atly: sub- omponents of the same type must be
handled through pointers.
Therefore, data types are represented by a heap blo k
ontaining the onstru tor tag and the argument to
the onstru tor, as usual. However, spe ialized representations result in a layout of the onstru tor argument that is atter than usual, and therefore more
spa e- and time-eÆ ient. For instan e, assuming the
onstru tor de laration C of float  float, the value
C(3:1415; 2:718) is represented by the 5-word blo k:
3.1415

2.718

This optimized layout is natural when we use mixed
representations. We stati ally know that the onstru tor argument is of type float  float. Hen e the onstru tor argument is evaluated as an unallo ated pair
of two unallo ated numbers. When applying onstru tor C to this argument, the omponents of the argument
are not boxed yet, and we are free to hoose the most
ompa t memory layout for them.
ML data types an be parameterized by other types,
as the familiar list type:
datatype

list = Nil j Cns of

However, generi fun tions over lists, su h as the length
fun tion, are ompiled without knowing the exa t type
of the list elements, and therefore they assume wrapped
representations for the list elements. Hen e, before being passed to a generi fun tion over lists, the list above
must be oer ed to:
Cns

- Nil

?

3.1415

4 Con rete data types

C

This raises a subtle issue. If we naively follow
the approa h above, a list of oating-point numbers
Cns(3:1415; Nil), with stati type float list, is represented with the numbers unboxed, as follows.
-Nil
Cns 3.1415



list

That is, to oer e a  list to an list, we would have
to apply oer ion wrap( ) to ea h list element. More
generally, transformation S would be de ned on lists
as:
S (a0 :  list) = map (x: S (x :  )) a0 :
This operation requires time and spa e proportional to
the length of the list, making this approa h learly impra ti al. To avoid opying, we must require that list
elements are in the wrapped state at all times, even if
their type is stati ally known. In other words, all list
ells must share the same layout, with only one word
allo ated for the list element (last format above). This
layout is determined on e and for all when the list
type is de ned, assuming wrapped representations for
the omponents of type (the type parameter). Then,
nothing needs to be done when spe ializing or generalizing a list:
S (a0 :  list) = a0 :
Instead, some wrapping and unwrapping steps are required when onstru ting or a essing lists. To insert
them orre tly, it suÆ es to onsider onstru tors and
a essors as polymorphi fun tions that are used with
more spe i types: the translation given above inserts
the right oer ions.
To orre tly handle lists and other generi data stru tures, it is not enough to keep list omponents in the
wrapped state. We must also impose some additional
ompatibility onditions on the wrap and unwrap transformations. Namely, we must ensure that the omponents of a wrapped obje t are themselves in the wrapped
state. This is what we all \re ursive wrapping". Consider the list l = Cns((3:1415; 2:718); Nil), with type
(float  float) list. If we don't perform re ursive
wrapping, the natural representation for list l is:
Cns

3.1415

?

- Nil

2.718
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This obje t is not a suitable argument to a fun tion
f with type 8 : (  ) list ! : : : Su h a fun tion
assumes its list argument to be of the format:
Cns

-

?


R


And no oer ion will take pla e on l before it is passed
to f, sin e l is a list. Hen e, the orre t representation
for l is:
Cns

- Nil

?



3.1415


R

2.718

This means that the orre t wrapped representation for
a pair of oating-point numbers is a boxed pair of two
boxed oating-point numbers. Similarly, the wrapped
representation for a fun tion with type float ! float
is not a boxed losure of the original fun tion on unwrapped numbers, but a boxed losure of the orresponding fun tion on wrapped numbers. More generally, the wrapped representation for an obje t of type 
must be ompatible with the wrapped representation for
obje ts of type  0 , for all types  0 more general than  .
To this end, we rede ne the wrap and unwrap oer ions
on produ t types and on fun tion types in terms of the
S and G translations:
wrap(1  2 )(a0 ) =
wrap()(Gf 1 ; 2 g (a0 :  ))
wrap(1 ! 2 )(a0 ) =
wrap(!)(Gf 1 ; 2 g (a0 : ! ))
unwrap(1  2 )(a0 ) =
unwrap()(Sf 1 ; 2 g (a0 :  ))
unwrap(1 ! 2 )(a0 ) =
unwrap(!)(Sf 1 ; 2 g (a0 : ! ))

Here, we have introdu ed primitive oer ions wrap and
unwrap that are atta hed to the type onstru tors 
and ! themselves, and no more to produ t types and
to fun tion types. These oer ions an be implemented
arbitrarily, for instan e by boxing and unboxing.

5 Appli ation to ML
The author has implemented the ideas above in Gallium, a prototype high-performan e ompiler for the ML
language.

5.1

Representations for ML data types

We rst des ribe the exa t data representations used.
Tuples, re ords, and oating-point numbers are represented as des ribed above: unboxed in the unwrapped
state, boxed in the wrapped state. Sin e moving around
a large obje t is expensive, it would be wise to limit the
size of an unboxed tuple. We ould de ide that any tuple requiring more than 4 words, for instan e, is always
boxed. This an be determined from the type of the
tuple.
Con rete data type values are kept boxed at all times,
as explained in se tion 4.
Unwrapped integers are unboxed, 32-bit wide. Even
though they t in one word, they have to be boxed in
the wrapped state, for garbage olle tion reasons (see
below). The wrap(int) operation is therefore implemented as boxing, and unwrap(int) as unboxing. An
alternative would be tagged, unboxed, 31-bit wide integers both for the unwrapped state and the wrapped
state; this would redu e heap allo ation, but arithmeti
on tagged integers is slower, and interfa e with C fun tions is ompli ated.
The garbage olle tor allows small, 8-bit wide integers to remain unboxed in the wrapped state. These
small integers are used to en ode booleans, as well as a
built-in har type. The wrap and unwrap operations for
these types are no-ops. As an easy generalization of the
ase for booleans, small integers ould also represent
enumerated data types ( on rete types with onstant
onstru tors only).
The only value of type unit, (), is represented in
the unwrapped state as the 0-tuple | the absen e
of any value, a tually. Wrapped values of type unit
are represented as a given one-word onstant. The
wrap(unit)(a) operation onsists in evaluating a and
loading the onstant; the unwrap(unit)(a) operation
simply evaluates a and throws the result away.
Closures representing fun tional values are represented by two unallo ated words. One word points to
the ode part of the fun tion. The other word points
to a heap blo k ontaining the environment part: the
values for the free variables of the fun tion. Allo ation of the environment part is not performed if it ts
in one word. This simple approa h already eliminates
some losure allo ations, espe ially in the ase of simple
urried fun tions. It seems impossible to avoid boxing
the environment part in all ases: the type-based te hniques proposed for tuples do not apply here, sin e we
do not know the types of the values ontained in the
environment part. (The type of the fun tion does not
say anything about these types.)
Arrays are generi data stru tures that an be arbitrarily large. This makes oer ion by opying impra ti al on arrays. A tually, ML arrays an be physi ally
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Test
1 Takeushi

Gallium Gallium0 SML-NJ Caml
3.00
5.09
4.47 34.0

2 Integral

0.80

2.83

8.46

15.2

3 List summation

3.60

3.45

5.12

7.90

4 Sieve

1.00

0.94

2.31

5.74

5 Boyer

1.80

2.76

3.60

14.6

6 Knuth-Bendix
ompletion
7 Chur h integers

0.90

0.98

1.11

12.4

6.58

2.40

2.90

16.1

8 Solitaire

5.84

10.8

12.6

17.1

-02
1.96
0.40

0.86

0.70

What is tested
fun tion alls (3 args),
integer arithmeti
oating-point arithmeti ,
loops
list pro essing, integer
arithmeti
list pro essing, fun tionals,
polymorphism
term pro essing, fun tion
alls
term pro essing, fun tionals,
polymorphism
fun tionals,
polymorphism
fun tion alls, arrays,
loops

Figure 3: Experimental results
modi ed, making opying semanti ally in orre t. Gallium uses a simple representation for arrays: it always
keeps array elements in the wrapped state, as in the ase
of lists. Unwrapped array elements are desirable, however, sin e they lead to at arrays, that are more ompa t and have better lo ality properties. One approa h
is to represent arrays as a at blo k of unwrapped obje ts, paired with fun tions to read or write an element.
The a ess fun tions oer e the array elements to or
from the wrapped representation as needed. Referen es
to an array with a known type would dire tly a ess
the array; referen es to an array with an unknown type
would go through the a ess fun tions.
5.2

An overview of the implementation

The Gallium system ompiles the Caml Light diale t of
ML into assembly ode for the MIPS R3000 pro essor
[11℄. It ombines the data representation te hnique presented here with a onventional, non CPS-based ba k
end, using some of the standard te hniques from [1℄.
A ompilation involves two passes that ommuni ate
through an intermediate language ni knamed \C ".
This is a simple expression-based language, that manipulates unboxed tuples of integers, oating-point numbers, or pointers (either ode pointers or heap addresses). C provides most of the operations and ontrol stru tures of C, minus the operations on stru t and
union. In addition, C
dire tly supports ex eptions
and garbage olle tion.
This intermediate language is weakly typed: to ea h
expression is atta hed a ma hine-level type expression.
A ma hine-level type is simply a sequen e of atomi

types: either int, float, or address. Ma hine-level
types ontains just enough information for the ba k-end
to determine the sizes and the alling onventions, and
for the garbage olle tor to tra e all pointers into the
heap.
The front-end performs type inferen e, expands
pattern-mat hing into de ision trees, inserts the wrap
and unwrap operations, and expli its losures. The
front-end is entirely ma hine-independent. It embodies
all the ML-spe i treatments in the ompiler. By ontrast, the ba k-end is ma hine-dependent, but it knows
almost nothing about ML. It performs instru tion sele tion, reordering of omputations, liveness analysis,
register allo ation by priority-based oloring of the interferen e graph [8℄, and emission of MIPS assembly
ode.
In the run-time system, the main originality is the
use of stati typing information to supplement the la k
of tagging on obje ts that are not pointers. Traditionally, garbage olle tors rely on run-time tags to distinguish pointers into the heap from other obje ts. Tags
are also used to implement ertain primitives su h as
generi equality. This solution is not adequate in our
ase, sin e we use native, unallo ated 32-bit integers and
oating-point numbers, that annot be tagged. Instead,
we make some of the stati typing information available
at run-time. Namely, ea h boxed obje t is adorned with
a header giving the ma hine-level type of the obje t;
ea h sta k frame is asso iated with a des riptor giving
the lo ations of live obje ts of type address in the orresponding fun tion; a table ontains the lo ations of
all global variables of type address. This information
allows the garbage olle tor to tra e all valid pointers
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into the heap.
It has been pointed out that normally this approa h
does not work well in the presen e of polymorphism [2℄,
sin e an obje t with stati type an be either an address into the heap, or an unboxed integer. In our ase,
su h an obje t is guaranteed to be in the wrapped state;
and we have arranged for all wrapped representations to
be valid pointers, by boxing wrapped integers. Hen e
we an assume that all obje ts of type are valid pointers. This fa t allows the use of a simple, fast opying
olle tor { at the ost of allo ating wrapped integers.
The alternative is to keep integers unboxed at all times,
and revert to a olle tor with ambiguous pointers [5℄,
whi h is slower and more omplex.
5.3

Ben hmarks

Figure 5.1 gives some experimental results obtained
with the Gallium ompiler. The tests were run on a De Station 5000/200. All tests were limited to 8 megabytes.
The times given are user CPU times, in luding garbage
olle tion time. \Gallium" is the ompiler des ribed
above; \Gallium0" is a version of the Gallium ompiler
that shares the same ba k-end and ode generator, but
uses onventional, boxed data representations; \SMLNJ" is Standard ML of New Jersey version 0.66, from
Bell Labs and Prin eton university; \Caml" is Caml
version 3.1, from INRIA; and \ " is the Ultrix 4.1 C
ompiler, at optimization level 2.
These gures indi ates that the data representation
te hnique des ribed here lead to important speedups on
some programs; have little impa t on other programs;
and really slow down one (fairly ontrived) test program.
The best results are a hieved on programs that perform mostly numeri al omputations (tests 1 and 2):
unboxed, untagged integer and oating-point numbers
really pay o in this ase. For these programs, the exe ution times for Gallium are omparable to the times
for the C ompiler. The author believes that this data
representation issue was the main bottlene k that prevented C-like ode written in ML from being ompiled
as eÆ iently as in C.
Programs that perform mostly symboli omputation
(tests 5, 6, and 8) also bene t from spe ialized data representations, although the speedups are less dramati .
This is somehow surprising, sin e these programs mostly
manipulate values of on rete data types, that are always boxed. However, they bene t from having unallo ated tuples to ommuni ate with fun tions with several arguments, and unallo ated losures to ommuniate with higher-order fun tions.
The most interesting tests are those that make heavy
use of polymorphi data stru tures and polymorphi
higher-order fun tions (tests 3, 4, 6, and 7). Polymorphi higher-order fun tions tend to exe ute less eÆ-

iently with mixed data representations: the stub ode
inserted around their fun tional arguments introdu es
extra fun tion alls. In test 6, this potential slowdown is over ome by the other bene ts of mixed representations (unallo ated tuples and losures). Tests 3
and 4 shows a slight slowdown; apparently, it ould be
avoided by performing some ompile-time redu tions on
a lo al s ale. Test 7, however, demonstrates a major
slowdown on a highly polymorphi program. The test
onsists in mapping quad quad (x: x + 1) on a list
of integers, where quad is double double, and double
is Chur h's numeral number two: f: x: f(f x). In
this example, the losure for double gets onsidered in
rapid su ession with di erent types ( , ! , and
( ! ) ! ( ! )). The ompiled ode spends a lot
of time swit hing between the various representations
orresponding to these types. Aggressive ompile-time
redu tions are required to eliminate these unne essary
oer ions. The author has not en ountered this phenomenon in more realisti examples than test 7, however.

6 Con luding remarks
The te hnique presented in this paper, while resulting
in important speedups, is essentially lo al, and based
solely on stati typing information. This means it remains easy to prove orre t, and easy to implement. No
extra stati analysis is required; su h analyses are often quite expensive, to the point of being impra ti al.
Higher-order fun tions ause no diÆ ulties, while most
other systems stati analyses fail in this ase. And separate ompilation remains possible, sin e all we need are
the types of external identi ers { an information provided by any module system.
Mixed data representations not only speed programs
up, but also make it easier to interfa e with libraries
written in another language, su h as C: it suÆ es to
take unwrapped representations ompatible with the C
data formats and alling onventions.
Standard ML features type abstra tion (at the level
of modules) in addition to polymorphism (at the level
of terms). From the standpoint of data representation, type abstra tion raises the same issues as polymorphism. For instan e, there is this nasty restri tion
in Modula-2 [17℄, that an abstra t type an only be implemented by a pointer type or an ordinal type, to ensure values of an abstra t type t in one word. Mixed
data representations also work well with type abstra tion: we take values of an abstra t type to be unwrapped
inside the stru ture that de nes the abstra t type, and
wrapped outside, in the lients of the stru ture; the right
oer ions are introdu ed by applying the G transformation from se tion 3.2 to the values exported by the
stru ture.
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The te hnique presented in this paper works better in onjun tion with ompile-time redu tions su h
as fun tion inlining (though the Gallium ompiler urrently performs no inlining). Redu tions an be performed before or after introdu ing the oer ions. In
the latter ase, inlining a polymorphi fun tion reates redexes of the form wrap( )(unwrap( )(a0 )) or
unwrap( )(wrap( )(a0 )), that an trivially be repla ed
by a0 , saving one boxing step and one unboxing step. In
the former ase, a polymorphi fun tion, on e inlined,
has a more spe i type, and therefore an be ompiled
more eÆ iently.
When all polymorphi fun tions are systemati ally inlined, the program be omes ompletely monomorphi ,
and it an be ompiled with optimal data representations. This essentially amounts to the Ada approa h
referred to in the introdu tion. The strength of our
te hnique is that it is possible to stop ompile-time redu tions at any time (when the ode be omes too large),
and still get a orre t program.
This paper has only onsidered simple oer ions between the wrapped representations and the unwrapped
representations. More elaborate oer ion s hemes an
ertainly be found. (Thatte [15℄ gives interesting examples of omplex oer ions.) In parti ular, all oer ions
onsidered here are stri t; lazy oer ions ( oer ions that
would be performed only on demand) ould lead to a
better utilization of unwrapped data stru tures inside
generi data stru tures su h as lists and arrays. A more
axiomati presentation of the translation proposed here,
giving minimal semanti onditions over the oer ions,
would ertainly help in nding good sets of oer ions.
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